Black & White Street Art
Photography

- Unleashing art through black and white photography of human synergy –
by Michail Photography
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About
Michail (www.michail-photography.eu) has been
inspired by the work of H.C.B., Garry Winogrand,
Elliott Erwitt and the other photographers of the
American "school of street photography". The
camera is used in an intuitive manner, trying to
capture impressions spontaneously rather than to
impose a composition on them. The subjects are
continually revisited and reinterpreted in order to
render extraordinary the quotidian. Awards : Prix
du public - Bruxelles 2005, 1er prix RP couleur
11.2005 - France, 2e prix photo couleur CE 2005 Bruxelles, EPSON B&W portrait Athens 2009.
Michail has been working several years on “Europa Mia”, a dynamic photographic
process trying to track the changes of the Europeans in an urban environment.
Exhibitions

Fugitives: Vama Veche, Romania, August 2013,

Arte povera: Vama Veche,

Romania, August 2012, How do you do Brussels (collective): Brussels, June 2011,

Estcetera: Athens, May 2009, Romania keeps walking:
Urban Shadows:

Brussels, May 2008,

European Parliament, Brussels, March 2007, Woman

(collective): Bucharest, December 2006, Romania through the lens (collective):
Bucharest, June 2006, Europa Mia: Brussels and Athens, May 2006, As you set

out for Ithaca: Brussels, February 2006, Solitudes I & II: Brussels, June 2005,
Binario 3: Brussels, April 2005, Of streets and seas: Brussels, November 2004
"The first step to freedom is to stop resisting change” Uknown
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Testimonials
These are Flickr members' kind comments during my 5 year presence in the
Internet photographic community. I thank you all!
Stefano Corso (pensiero) says: "He is a poet of photography. Every image has a
story, an emotion between melancholy and joy. One of my preferred photographers
here on Flickr. "5th February, 2009
Avocat says: "Watched the brief TV coverage of Michael's exhibition in Belgium.
Been looking at his photos for years ... they are an inspiration for me. I'm in love
with his talent. He is one of a kind. I'll just keep absorbing his talent through the
pics he posts on flickr.com. They're a source of artistic rejuvenation for me." 18th
September, 2008
Catalin Savulescu (csavules) says: "Michail… yes Michail showed me his secret…
Now I know it, but it is very difficult to make use of it. I still lack the training to do so
entirely. When he is doing street photography he is like dancing, passing gently by
the subjects in such a way that you might think he missed it. At the end of the day
you wonder when and how on earth did he come with those images as you have
seen the same subjects and have been along with him the whole day long. His
shooting techniques and the way he approaches the street photography clearly
shows the powerful H.C.B. influence gathered with many hours of study. Coming
back to his secret … he’s shooting entirely with his heart … that’s all I have to say."
6th February, 2008
Lawrence Windrush (I didn't mean to go to Stoke) says: "The good thing about the
whole Flickr experience is you get to meet and view the work of some of the
World's greatest photographers, Michail is one of them. He has the special ability of
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turning street scenes, abstracts and portraits into the glory and freshness of a
dream. Michail has the mastery of giving back to us the awareness of things which
have become the habitual objects of our everyday awareness. Every one of his
photos is a visual transcendental masterpiece, easily one of the best streams on
Flickr." 5th November, 2007
Dan Lichiardopol (dlichiar) says: "I never had the chance to meet Michail in person,
but after admiring his art, I feel like I've been knowing him all my life. Michail's art is
visually brilliant and technically perfect. And by perfection I don't mean academic
perfection but that perfection that lies within each of us, like a hidden gem. He
knows how to dig it out and how to show things that most of us just pass by every
day. His images are sometimes like a shout of happiness or a cry of pain,
sometimes are meditative or impetuous or sensual or inner self looking. But they
are never lifeless. His art is his soul and he lets us in. We thank him for this!" 25th
July, 2007
Philou Philou says: "Je ne l'ai rencontré qu'une seule fois mais la chaleur qu'il
dégage dans ses contacts avec les autres ne peut que lui apporter des "bons"
sujets: il est en phase et se captive pour la personne rencontrée et ce, en quelques
instants. Le déclic suit immédiatement et chez lui, l'instant décisif (cher à HCB) ne
vient qu'après cet échange rapide avec son sujet.Michal ne fait pas de photo volée
mais de l'instant partagé. Bonne route et longue vie à lui !" 4th July, 2007
Laurentiu Alimpie says: "Sometimes I've tried to find the "how he did it ?" of your
photography but... it is futile. The important question should be "why?" and the
answer to that belongs only to you. Michail, you never stop to amaze me." 3rd
January, 2007
~ fernando says: "We all have visions, and a fortunate some of us can convey that
in some art form. Your first step into Michail's work is to realise how different to
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your vision is Michail's work. Yet, there is a lot of familiarity. I want to say that
Michail "beat me to the punch" -- but his craft and consistent excellent work tells
you that he did not beat me to any kind of shot, he is just good and he is going to
do it over and over again. Please look through these photos and see how one can
compose people in proper angles as if they were part of the scenery, or notice how
some objects are presented as if they were human. This is not an easy thing to do,
yet I see it time and again in Michail's work. Sometimes, consistency is a good
thing to have, and I find it here to very pleasing effect." 24th September, 2006
Brett Walker says: "Michail's work is consistently excellent, it has a depth and
maturity you rarely find on flickr, he has an amazing graphic eye and speaks
fluently the language of photography, its technical vocabulary and its stylistic
grammar. He is an inspiration and forces me to improve my game, repeated
viewing of his work is rewarded with gems every time. Classical, masterful and
intelligent, his photostream is a must for everyphotographer who wants to better."
21st August, 2006
-Zeeny- says: "It is redundant to talk about Michail's photography in praising terms.
Stating the obvious is not congruent with M's photos. And after such a long and
adventurous trip over his profound waters, meeting the man behind the viewfinder
is like finally crying out "land". and a word from the wise: Δεν εδεσμεύθηκα. Τελείως
αφέθηκα και επήγα. Στες απολαύσεις, που μισό πραγματικές, μισό γυρνάμενες μες
στο μυαλό μου ήσαν, επήγα μες στην φωτισμένη νύχτα. Κ' ήπια από δυνατά
κρασιά, καθώς που πίνουν οι ανδρείοι της ηδονής." 27th June, 2006
* Ahmad Kavousian * says: "Michail.... He is not a lucky one. He never nails a shot
by chance because he knows when and where to push the button. He doesn't need
high end tools to shoot, he always carry a couple of tools with him, a pair of sharp
eyes and a powerful mind ... that's it. All his works are delicate like a love poem, in
the meantime sharp like a samurai's sword."25th February, 2006
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Introduction
We will try to answer three essential questions already contained in the title: Why
Art, Why Street, Why B&W?

1. Why photography as a means of artistic expression
Every form of art is the searching of the universal truth, of one's self. Art is asking
questions and finding the light in our quest for happiness.
What is a photograph? A photograph is an illusion created by combining form and
content and transforming the world through the artist's personality. It is the perfect
harmony between content and form.
This is about the beauty of going beyond our limits; which can alone bring us to an
artistic level when creating.
Art is an internal need and for this we have to remain amateurs.
There are people who want to do applied photography (professional). This is
perfectly legitimate but remember, no great photographers have decorations,
awards and fancy initials by their name! You need no labels. Photographers make
art only when they go beyond themselves.
How about movies? There is no relation between art in photography and movies.
The approach, the creative method and the result are all different. No still picture of
a movie ever made it to be an important photograph.
In the next pages we'll try to break the chains of the technical burden and of the
repressive rules in photography.
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Cartier-Bresson used to say: "Nothing worth knowing can be taught. Just how to
press the shutter. In photography you just need one finger. In painting you need 3"

2. Why street photography
Street photography is about the fleeting composition, the split second but most of
all it is about the art unchained. Art free of rules where only the artistic expression
of the photographer counts. It is the battlefield where artists go beyond their limits
and capture the magic of a moment which will never come back.
Street photography is not a shot in the street. It is not either the picture of a street,
a building or an urban landscape. Nor is the embellishing of reality.
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Street photography is the photography of freedom, of emancipation, of people
emerging from their homes, of synergy among human beings and at the same time
the total absence of them.
It is the humanity and the phantom of it. Street photography is not perfect but it is
always aesthetic. It can be technically poor but it is always powerful.
Street photography is not made by street photographers. It is made by artists who
go beyond their limits and capture the magic of a moment which will never come
back.
Street photography is not even the un-posed scenes. It is rather the reaction of
each artist-photographer in front of a temporary appearance of lines, forms,
volumes, shadows which are desperately trying to fill a frame. All content is
subordinate to the artistic view of the beholder.
It is not even the truth. It is an attitude against the ordinary, an instinctive response
to the unpredictable, a juxtaposition of the unrelated.
Sharp or blurred, realistic or impressionistic, the striking result of a photograph
made by the photographer-artist, justifies any breaking of the rules.

3. Why black & white
First of all art is subtractive. We have to avoid the accurate (realistic) description of
the truth. Colour is an additional dimension of the photographic composition.
Colour often distracts the viewer from the subject. It becomes more important than
the content. Our pictures should not be just a colourful mosaic.
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A simple test to consider the real value of a colour photo is to desaturate it. If its
artistic value is close to zero then it was not good in the very beginning. Pity! So
many wonderful sunsets down the drain!
Let's listen to the great photographers:
HCB said in an interview "Reality is like a chaotic deluge and within this reality, one
must make choices that bring form and content together in a balanced way; just

imagine having to think about colour on top of all this! " B&W transposes, it is an
abstraction, it is not the normality. Colour is for painting.
“Black and white are the colours of photography.” These are the 2 opposing forces,
a dialectic conflict, hope and despair (Robert Frank)
We have to choose sides at a certain moment. Which is yours?
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Part 1
(Observing and Composing)
Composition in street photography - triangles, diagonals, crossing
lines, perspectives (top, bottom)
Whether you focus on geometry or you don’t “over-think” composition it is always
the result of your mental process, of your state of mind in that particular moment.
Photography is both highly cerebral, and instinctive, subconscious, at the same
time.
In the work of great photographers we find compositions that bring together
geometry elements in a perfect harmony. In their compositions we find integrated
vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines, curves, shadows, triangles, circles, and
squares all in a harmonious way. However major pictures were taken
spontaneously.
We all seek a special way to seize a moment and shape it into a balanced picture.
However, some of us might sometimes feel extremely worried about the rules: rule
of thirds, lead-in lines, diagonals, golden ratio …
Remember! They exist just to assist your natural eye. Know about them and forget
them. It could be that the less you think the better photos you might shoot!
Here are the “rules” for the sake of completeness:
Rule of thirds: The subject has to be at a third of the frame. Divide your frame with
2 parallel and 2 vertical lines. The internal intersection points are the optimal spots
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to place your subject. It is based on the fact that the human eye is naturally
focusing at a point about two-thirds up a page.
Lead-in lines: a lead-in line is any line your eye can follow into an image. It could
be the edge of something, the horizon, or an interesting pattern you observe.
Diagonals: The frame has some basic diagonals (even created by the looks of the
persons). Important elements of the picture should be placed along these
diagonals.
The person has to look towards the distant part of the frame (however, it all
depends from the final result)

Do not cut the subject (idem: it all depends from the final result)
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Horizon at 1/3 and parallel to the other horizontal lines (however, we have many
examples of great pictures ignoring this rule).
Portraits have to be made
with narrow DOF (idem:
many great portraits with
full DOF).
Portraits have to be made
with telephoto lens (idem:
many great portraits have
been made with normal and
wide lenses).
And the list can go on and
on …
Someone said that thinking
about the rules of
composition when shooting
is like thinking the law of
gravity when going out for a
walk.
So, there are no rules, just
a frame that desperately seeks to be filled with personality and intensity.
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Know your gear
Your gear can be anything, from SLR's to smartphones, from pure manual to full
automatic, from one single prime lens to a series of lenses covering all focal
distances (I would say no tripod and no flash but why exclude them).
Nothing is absolutely needed and nothing can be excluded either.
With minimalistic gear we can produce arte povera 1
With different lenses we can have totally different results and this does not
contribute to the establishment of a recognisable style.
We hear often the statement to forget about the gear and focus on the photograph.
It is true, we have to be more concerned with life and its expressions rather than
the electronic gadgets and the technology race. Nevertheless, once upon a time
we had this common great feature regardless the camera. The film roll. The same
fabulous grain even if the pictures were taken with an one-use plastic box. For
example, you could use a Tri-X film with a pocket camera. In digital, this is not the
case. Sensors differ a lot from the low-end cameras to the professional ones.
You have to know the limits of your camera. A good camera is your best friend.
Know what you want to achieve, choose the most appropriate equipment for your
shooting but then stick to it.

1

Lomography, cell phone photography and arte povera: What's behind this kind of photography? Is it real art? The answer is

simple: as long as you can capture on something (be it film, sensor, paper, object) your impression and your interpretation of reality, and you
can transmit it partially to the observer, the artistic links are there. How do I perceive arte povera? In a natural way, the urban cultural
activity leads often to an open-ended experimentation. The theoretical and technical bases are rejected (voluntarily or not). It all starts from
a zero point but without impoverishing the result. The complete openness (and rejection) of materials and processes privileges the
relationship between art and real life. In my photographic meandering I had to use lo-fi devices due to various circumstances related mostly
to my need to capture "everything that strikes me, all the time, in a split second" Funnily enough, I had submitted a series of pix made this
way to a major Photo magazine. I've got immediately a "nouveau regard" mention and publication ... a performance I cannot match ever
since. What was I thinking? Do you really need an explanation of what was I seeing? I hope not!
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I do praise the spontaneous phototaking without focusing too much on technical
matters. For the sake of art. But be warned! The artistic flu has its limits. You really
don't want all your pictures panned, out of focus or overexposed, do you?
On the other hand, all our choices (technical, gear, printing) should not try to make
our pictures prettier. This is not art. Perfection is not art.
Art is a continuous taking of risk (between right and wrong), exaggeration and
equilibrium.
There is the feeling that at any second we can take a dive but a moment of genius
makes us avoid the disaster. The more the risks the better the results.
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Shoot a lot
Find where the action is and shoot a lot. Always carry a camera with you. Subjects
are everywhere. Bresson was saying that "Your first 10,000 photographs are your
worst.” I would say that your first 100.000 are your worst!
What that would mean? 1 shutter gone? 2 shutters? Once, a shutter lifeexpectancy was 25.000 now it's more than 100.000 .. (300.000) for the high-end
DSLR's.
Learn to put your finger frame and walk around like that all day. It will impress
others how deeply you think about your compositions! You make street
photographic art when you live in the moments which you want to freeze (with or
without a camera).
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If we manage to get a good shot every month and a very good every year already
is a good result! And anyway your best photo still lies with your archive! Revisit
your pictures as you go on. Look at them with a fresh eye after some period of
learning.
All the rest of the pictures are also useful. They are there to justify the existence of
the extraordinary one!
Garry Winogrand was shooting more than 3 films every day.
In his home they found 2,500 rolls of undeveloped film, 6,500 rolls of developed but
not printed and contact sheets made from about 3,000 rolls.
" You don't take a photograph, the photograph takes you" HCB

Study other forms of art
Look closely the great painters, study their light.
Go to the museums. See how the pieces of art communicate (or not) with you.
The artist is an extraordinary person and so is their viewer. They both have the
sensitivity to transmit and receive each at their end. This relationship is not there to
be elitist, it just cannot function collectively (or extremely rarely).
Study these relationships with the artist as a viewer, try to find the source of this
powerful feeling. It will help you to understand that there is no reason to try to reach
the masses in a modern marketing way. Ignore the audience until your work has
been completed. Then lay back and enjoy (or learn from) the reactions of the
viewers.
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Get inspired from other photographers
All great photographers are people like us, they started somewhere, their secrets
are not that untouchable.
Learn from the others and when imitating them try always to make it better.
Be inspired from other photographers without the worship part. Trying to imitate
photographers you admire will show you how they did it. This will contribute to
finding your own style.
When looking at a photograph of a great photographer try to find out:
1. Which elements have been there at the beginning and which were due to post
processing
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2. What is your reaction viewing the particular photograph and why? Which was
the purpose of the photographer?
3. How to set up your camera in order to obtain similar results
Copy them and then forget them. You will do better. We create our own pictures
even if they have been done by others in the past.
And in any case "Great artists destroy in them the work of their teachers" (André
Malraux)

Practice
Shoot the crowd away from the crowd (this allows for shots taken from a certain
distance and for some preparation).
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This is a first and less risky step to approach street photography. It only takes to
pick a spot with a background which offers already most of the elements to your
story (architectural diagonals, misty atmosphere, interesting textures) and then wait
for the crowd to dance and create the dynamic effect you are looking for. Let them
invade your space and not the other way round.
A busy square, a train/metro station. Any kind of traffic shot over a roof or other
high location. These are only some of the spots where your inspiration won't suffer.
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Part 2
(Getting closer, no rules, just pictures)
The essential fears of shooting within the crowd
You will read/hear many tips on how to overcome those fears (how to behave, how
to look, how to dress …)
Forget them! Fears, excitement,
nervousness are all part of the
creative process. This is what
defines you. Your art is you and
not another person!
The only reason you will shoot
from the hip is to save time and
be faster than your thoughts.

Shoot from the hip,
hyperfocal distance,
pre-settings
Hipshooting comes from the era
of gun fighting. This method
consists in shooting pictures from
waist level without using the
viewfinder to frame the subject.
This way of shooting from the
waist replicates our field of view and how we see things. A wide-angle lens does
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exactly this. By using a wide angle, you make the viewer part of the scene. The
wide-angle leads you into the subject softly while at the same time your frame has
a natural aesthetic without worrying too much about the golden rules. On the
opposite side, a lens with long focal will make the viewer feel the distance from the
subject, and we do not want that.
Settings
 Wide lens 24, 28 or 35mm (24mm on a cropped sensor is usually equivalent
to 35mm)
 High shutter speed for ex. 1/320
 Small aperture (high Av) for ex. f/16
 If no automatic ISO, then 400 and Av priority so that you can control the DOF
(the speed will be adjusted accordingly but high speed values are not
secured). Alternatively use Tv priority to be safe that there is no blurred shot
(the aperture will be adjusted accordingly but DOF will not be secured for a
long distance)
 Another rule of thumb is that in fully sunny conditions you may put your
aperture at f/16 and the use the same shutter speed as your ISO.

1/125 for

ISO 100, 1/250 for ISO 200 and so on.
Manual focus / Prefocus / Zone focus
Hyperfocal calculation (DOF calculator, iPhone app) http://dofmaster.com
For a 24mm on a full-frame DSLR and with f/16, the hyperfocal distance is 1.22m
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For the same lens on a DSLR
with cropped sensor, the
hyperfocal distance is 1.92m
Use burst (continuous
shooting). It will also secure a
sharp image after the first
frame, compensating your
movement.
If your camera has silent
mode, use it (it is relatively
better but not really silent).
Holding and securing the
camera
 For Landscape Shots
(hold by the lens, trigger
with the other hand). It
requires a higher
position
 For Portrait Shots (hold and shoot with one hand resting by your hip)

Get familiar with the approach
Try to mix with the crowd taking pictures without the others noticing you. Keep your
camera low with the finger on the shutter release button.
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Do not seek eye-contact, be alert, be alone
Do not look at the camera (no reason to do that. You will only get their attention).
Prevent eye contact (once they see you it's almost over). People follow eye-lines.
When you seek eye contact two things happen. You intervene in the scene and
you change the content that drew your attention in the first place.
Of course the debate is open. You may have some excellent portraits with people
looking directly in your shutter. My personal opinion and experience is that you will
get a powerful line but you will lose the whole script (the story).
Be alert and prepared all the time. Preparation is mostly mental. You will not see
things if your mind is at a peaceful pause, idling over a cup of coffee in a sunny
terrasse!
The ideal situation is to be alone and wondering. Wondering about the world, you,
the others. So that your photograph will come to save you. And you will feel the
need to go further, to go beyond your limits!

Get closer
Robert Capa said: “If your photos aren’t good enough, you’re not close enough”.
This is one of the most used quotes in street photography, quite on the money, as
you will find out by yourselves on the field.
Use a wide-angle prime lens. It will take you close to your subjects. Foot zoom.
You have to move, change positions, perspectives, go up, go low, do anything
except remaining distant.
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No ice breakers, no model releases
We hear that creating bonds with the subjects may create interesting pictures.
True, if our objective is to document a situation and transmit a social message. But
it is not photojournalism that interests us in this short essay.
Street portraits by definition do not
have the consent of the subject.
Moreover, the person is only part
of the whole composition, of the
story to be told. The surroundings
are as important as the person
itself.
The portrait (in its classic
definition) is difficult because it
requires proximity. You are so
close to the subject. And s(he) is
looking at you too. Often
mimetising your expression. Then
you have to stage the whole thing
(face never turned away from the
main light, shoulders, waist, and
hips ... arms ... chin ... spine ...).
Exhausted?
Personally I do not see anything spontaneous here. In street photography
whenever the picture is calling you, be it a scenery or even a look coming from a
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face, just take the shot. It will not wait and it will be an almost mission impossible to
reproduce it.
Even worse: people may not get angry at you and start smiling. Have you ever tried
to erase a smile from a face?
Be more spontaneous. Once a moment is gone it cannot be reproduced. Shoot
without permission, but do not cheat (spy photography).
A bad idea today would be to take pictures of children. It is true that children are
great subjects, they ignore the camera in a natural playful way. But nowadays
there is too much sensibility. Even if they are your own children you risk to be
considered abusive.
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If you insist to do it, forget the "cheese" word and send away mom and dad.
Remember, this should only be an exercise. It is not art yet.

Burst (continuous shooting)
Be prepared for the decisive moment. Press the shutter at the right moment but
always keep your burst on.
The decisive moment would mean to be patient and wait until all elements are in
place. We can choose the right setup and then wait for someone/something
interesting to appear in the frame.
Well, (un)fortunately we now have '12-frames-per-second' DSLRs. You can
imagine how convenient this is at no cost for developing and printing before
viewing the result.
Of course do not inflate your FlashCard but wouldn't it be frustrating to regret the
missing frame (how decisive is this) between 2 shutter releases just because you
have not kept your burst on? Use continuous mode, but exercise it with caution.
Don’t shoot like a machine gun even if “Killers Shoot Twice” (an already inflational
catch phrase).
We have to be receptive, prepared, concentrated and to wait for something to
happen. Try to be selective every time there is a subtle or interesting gesture. Or,
we can anticipate the "birth" of a moment and take many shots around it.
When shooting a subject do not limit yourself to one shot. Try all the angles. There
are as many good angles (points of view) as many good photographers). Get
closer. Get low. Only at a later stage you will choose among these shots for the
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one and only piece of art. This last one good shot will justify completely the
existence of all the others.
Let's have a look in this series of photos. They are all good but without continuous
shooting I am not sure if I would have clicked at the right moment.
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Practice
Shoot from within the crowd, as part of the crowd (proximity with the subject, preset
camera, no preparatory time)
Location: literally everywhere! Prefer a place where people are busy with each
other and not with you.
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Part 3
(creating a personal signature/style)

What is a signature (personal and recognizable style)?
It is not the extreme experimentation, the grotesque (these only have a
historical/documentary value).
It is the plan, the ideas, your state of mind, your suffering, your quest of truth, your
need of equilibrium. Don't be influenced by the others. And this is even more true
during the moments of creation.
During these moments you have to be highly concentrated in what you feel and
think. It is a highly mental exercise and as such you should be away from "noises"
and the collective approach. Be receptive to comments and critics but just ignore
them when it comes to express your own feelings. It sounds like a "shrink"
session? Well, it is!
An easy way to have a consistent approach is to always use the same routine for
postprocessing, the same lens and perspective.
This will create a recognisable look but still we are not at destination. Persist on the
same kind of photography. You will not be able to excel in all styles and forms of
art (or maybe you will if you have the talent and the resources).
Here are some more choices that can lead to a personal style:
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Crop / no-crop, to obtain a specific form
There are here two divergent opinions. Don’t crop and get the shot right incamera? Or crop whenever you find it necessary?
Writers can revise their text. Not photographers. Any ex-post manipulation is visible
by someone who has some experience. There are numerous cases where pictures
in nowadays have been through the keen eye of experts to analyse their degree of
post processing (http://www.wired.co.uk/news/archive/2013-05/16/photo-fakingcontroversy).
I also recall this period some years ago when there was this popular trend of
presenting the photographs in a "full-frame negative" set-up. Showing a small
amount of blank film all around the negative and an irregular black border around
the final print. Just to state that they have not cropped.
With film we could demonstrate it easily but of course in digital photography this
was a simulation just to point out that the picture was not cropped (and to take their
word on it).
Is the only valid picture, the one that was perfectly composed at the time of the
shutter release?
Well. The debate is long … but the answer simple. Bresson himself, a fierce fan of
non-cropping, made a crop to one of his most famous pictures: The puddle jumper
at the Gare St Lazare. He admitted that he was not even looking through the
viewfinder.
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"I happened to be peeking through a gap in the fence with my camera at the
moment the man jumped. The space between the planks was not entirely wide
enough for my lens, which is the reason why the picture is cut off on the left,”
Let me expand.
Everything in the frame is important. They are not decorative elements to
accentuate the importance of the central subject. The whole composition is the
subject.
So we do not see just one theme but a series of elements placed in the frame.

That is why a photo cannot be cut after it has been taken. No that there is anything
immoral in it. It is just that a bad photo cannot be saved by selecting just a part of it.
And on the other hand if you crop a piece of a good picture you destroy it.
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Of course if it is to serve a purpose/a client (applied photography) then you can
crop.
But do not touch an artistic photo. "A change in the form is a change in the content"
(John Szarkowski).

The lens as an element of signature
Each lens has its characteristics (technical and aesthetical). Pick one of your
preference and stick with it.

B&W or colour, hi-low key, contrast as elements of signature
We already talked about how B&W is a choice determining the style. The same
goes for shooting in hi or low key, or
using highly contrasted pictures.

Quality of light as a personal
choice
You can choose the light or the light
will choose you. If you decide to
work only in sunny days and with
harsh shadows be prepared to get
an intense graphical result
(silhouettes) in your photos. And if
you decide so, this can be an
element of your personal style.
Or you can use the light at the
beginning and the end of the day
which is softer and you get those
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really long shadows. Idem as before you can use this as an element of your
signature.
A cloudy sky is like a huge soft box. The diffused light will get you a totally different
result. This is the best light in order to have the WYSIWYG effect. In addition, if you
are lucky it will start raining and this is a great scenery in street photography.
Shooting in the night: You are entering a world of pain. Be prepared for high levels
of digital noise unless you are willing to use flash. Alternatively take advantage of
the artificial light of the city.

Studying Contact Sheets
Then it's time to choose the best picture! This step is as important as the shooting.
With digital we do not have anymore contact sheets but we look at our thumbnails
which is very much the same concept.
Not all famous photographers wanted to publish their contacts.
Magnum Agency was admitting photographers by examining their contact-sheets
and not single photographs. So they could see their thinking.
They would rotate the contact sheets from all different angles to assess the
composition of the images in an abstract way. Looking at your thumbnails can
serve the same purpose.
Already in your camera viewer you can see if it is a good one!

Fortuitous pictures? Let your images define you!
Are they any lucky pictures? So what? As soon as you continue to take pictures
and together all the risks that the artistic effort contains, you can be sure there will
be more and more "lucky" good photographs which you will proud of.
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Not only this. The amount of these pictures will finally define your style and your
own perception of reality, which is exactly what we are seeking everyday.

Post-processing
Should we worry about post-processing?
My personal opinion is that they are your pictures and you have to feel good about
them. Do whatever is necessary to arrive to this result.
So there are no aesthetic arguments pro or contra PP. There are however some
economic considerations to be taken into account: You cannot add detail if you
have overexposed or missed something from the frame. It is a pragmatic approach.
If you have several hours to spare in front of a computer retouching the picture, do
it, but wouldn't it be better to think a couple of minutes more during the setting up of
your camera and your frame?
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Myself, I cracked a few times for some severe post-processing. As a play. But the
original pictures came back gloriously.
A photographer when making art should not shoot predefined compositions but
moments of life. Pictures do not exist until they are shot. And even afterwards we
do not try to remember what we have shot but we just choose the best
compositions.
But do print! A real print helps you remain focussed and see the exact value of
your image.
In conclusion, observe reality, do not manipulate it.

Practice
Try to shoot the same subject with different lenses, light, contrast, angles. You will
find the set of choices that express you better.
Then use these choices to shoot different subjects in order to get the same feel in
the pictures even if the subjects are totally different.
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Evaluation of pictures
Nobody can do it for you or teach you how to do it!
You will also for sure ask me why a photograph is good and not another! My
answer is that we cannot explain with words why a photograph is art. Art came to
complement Logos (words) not to be explained by them. Philosophy around a
photo does not help.
Do not put titles and captions to your pictures.
Let's take the Spanish falling soldier of Robert Capa (an iconic picture).
Why this picture? To talk about applied photography versus artistic photography!
They said that this picture was staged (posed).
So, if it is fake then its journalistic value is zero. On the other hand, if it is an artistic
picture then it doesn't matter if it were fake or not. Staged or not its artistic value
remains high.

A final word
We have arrived at the end.
So did I succeed to create confusion? Does all this seem contradictory to you? We
learn everything about technique, applied photography, we shoot bottles, we do
marketing, we do fashion and then someone is asking us "how about personal
photography" and when we try to select some great photos of ours, the result is a
disaster.
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Stick to a couple of things:
Making art should be an internal need and not a commercial activity.
Take a dive in all other forms of art, feel the work of all artists.
No thematic packages or projects; a photograph communicates individually. Don't
strive to create consistently good photographs or you will miss the one which
justifies the existence of all the rest! Why ever consider a photograph only as part
of a thematic project? How strange this sounds in any other form of art! Great
pieces of art stand alone!
Why is this happening (why do we see projects everywhere)?
a. the photographers are trying to prove that they are not only occasionally good
b. the galleries have the power to impose their view
Just ignore them. Approach every picture individually. Create many, choose the
good one. All the other pictures are there to make the one stand out. They are
justifying the existence of the one.
If this one picture keeps the viewer's attention for more than 2 minutes it's a win.
Two minutes is a very long time!
An artistic photo communicates individually (eye of the beholder), not massively.
Don't try to explain your good pictures. Art is creating more questions than giving
answers. This is its spiritual power since the questions are more important than the
answers to the human being.
Don't wait anymore. Express yourself with whatever gear you put your hands on
today!
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For my fellow “accomplished” street photographers: There may be buildings in your
photographs, however, the building cannot be the subject. Also be aware: an
outline of a human subject adding scale to the picture is still urban landscape.

Be passionate about what you do. Love your activity, your subjects, your scenes.
Make this same choice every day, set the challenge with yourself, make street art
photography a state of mind.

You can find Michail's pictures and opinions at:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/StreetArtPhotographyByMichail and www.facebook.com/mmichail,
Flickr: www.flickr.com/photos/michail-photography/, Website: www.michail-photography.eu/
© 2013 Michail Photography
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